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Synergic Motion Trajectory Planning for Airplane Docking Based on
6PURU Parallel Mechanism
Hui Li, Linxuan Zhang , Tianyuan Xiao, and Jietao Dong
Abstract: Motion planning issues encountered in assembling airplanes by employing the 6PURU parallel
mechanism are analyzed in this paper. A sine curve of the change rate of acceleration, which is called as jerk
in the following text, is proposed for uniaxial flexible acceleration and deceleration planning based on the optimal
time and velocity and acceleration constraints. Compared with other curves, the proposed curve can realize a
continuous n-order derivative and the smooth change of the speed and acceleration. The method is computationally
simple and suitable for programming. In addition, a multiaxial coordinated movement scheme is proposed. The
motion trajectory is no longer simply split into many single-direction trajectories nor are all single-direction planning
trajectories combined directly. The multiaxial coordinated movement scheme aims to achieve synergic movement
in multiple directions to ensure smoothness of the movement in the event of a kinematic error when maintaining a
stable value. If the movement fails to achieve this goal, driving force mutations will deteriorate the effect of synergic
movement. A physical model of the parallel mechanism is developed in simMechanics, and a holistic system model
is completed in SIMULINK. The feasibility of the new planning algorithm is simulated and tested, and then, the
multiaxial synergic movement planning method is proposed and verified.
Key words: assembly simulation; motion trajectory planning; parallel mechanism; simMechanics

1

Introduction

Flexible assembly is one of the key research areas
in modern airplane manufacturing. The use of
digital automatic assembly technology in airplane
assembly was initiated by the digitization projects
conducted by airplane manufacturers, both domestic
and international[1] . The difficulty in dealing with large
airplane parts, the requirement of high precision, and
complex motion control of the locator make airplane
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component connections an area of research focus in
digital flexible assembly. In this study, we concentrate
on airplane motion trajectory planning using a parallel
mechanism, which lays the foundation for realizing
motion control.
Given the starting position and the target position,
the first problem to be solved in airplane component
connection is planning the motion path of the airplane
and the location mechanism so as to ensure smooth,
continuous, and impact free motion. This problem
is called motion trajectory planning, and it involves
determining suitable motion parameters of moving
objects, including Position, Velocity, Acceleration, and
Time, abbreviated to PVAT[2] .
Among the scholars studying motion trajectory
planning methods, Du and Zou[3] summarized the
previous planning schemes[4,5] and designed and put
forward a planning method based on load distribution,
minimal joint generalized driving force, and optimal
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time under constraints on load distribution, driving
force, and driving speed. Drawbacks of this method
from the perspective of application to simulations
include the complexity of the calculation process and
the uncertain continuity of the speed and acceleration
of movement. A planning method using an exponential
rate curve based on a comparison of trapezoidal and Scurve velocity profiles has been proposed by Zhao et
al.[6] However, continuity of the trapezoidal velocity
curve cannot be guaranteed. Although S-curve velocity
profiles are commonly used, their acceleration is not
stable. The exponential velocity curve is an n-order
derivative, and the calculation is simple. However,
when increasing acceleration, the stability of system
deteriorates. There remain deficiencies in existing
research on planning curves for multiaxial motion, for
example, the need to break down multi-axial motion
into single-axis motion. There is barely any research on
planning multiaxial cooperative movement. Therefore,
this paper proposes a sine jerk curve for flexible
acceleration and deceleration planning based on the
optimal time as well as the velocity and acceleration
constraints under which there is an n-order continuous
conduction, velocity and acceleration are stable, and
calculations are simple and easy to program. Moreover,
this paper presents a forward multiaxial cooperative
movement planning scheme that is suitable for
multiaxial coordinated motion control.
With a docking test platform supported by a
6PURU parallel mechanism as the object, we perform
kinematics and dynamics modeling and analysis as
well as trajectory planning, combining SIMULINK and
Solidworks for carrying out simulation experiments.

2

Description of Parallel Mechanism

The parallel mechanism is flexible, and it has a
stable structure, high bearing capacity, accuracy, and
flexibility. Its inverse solution is simple, and its cost
is low. There are many successful applications of
this mechanism so far, such as virtual-axis machine
tools. The 6PURU parallel mechanism is adopted in
this paper as well. Figure 1 shows a diagram of
the 6PURU (prismatic pair-Hooke joint-revolute pairHooke joint) parallel mechanism. The three long rails
at the bottom are fixed on a stationary plane, and the
six sliders, numbered from 1 to 6, are mounted in
pairs on the three rails. The six link rods are of fixed

Fig. 1
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6PURU parallel mechanism.

length, l = 450 mm. Each link rod is divided into two
parts. The upper and lower rods have a length of l / 2,
and they are connected by a revolute pair along the rod’s
rotation axis. The lower rods and sliders are connected
by Hooke’s joints, as are the upper rods and the top
platform. The connection points are referred to as lower
hinge points and upper hinge points in the following
text. The motor drives the sliders, which slide along
the guide rails, changing the position and orientation of
the top platform via simultaneous movement of the six
sliders in the process.

3

Kinematic and Dynamic Analysis of
Parallel Mechanism

As shown in Fig. 1, a coordinate system is established
on the top and bottom platforms of the parallel
mechanism. The top platform’s coordinate system is
marked as o0 x 0 y 0 z 0 and the coordinate system of the
stationary plane where the guide rails exist is marked
as oxyz. The positions of the lower hinge point in oxyz
can be expressed as Ai =[xAi , yAi , zAi ] .i D 1; 2;   ; 6/,
positions of the upper hinge point in o0 x 0 y 0 z 0 can be
0
0
0
expressed as B0i =[xBi
, yBi
, zBi
] .i D 1; 2;   ; 6/, and
0
the coordinate origin o in oxyz is denoted by expressed
as Po . The interval between the rails is set to d. The
upper hinge points are distributed on a circle with o0 as
its center and r as its radius. The angular intervals are
45ı , 75ı , 45ı , 75ı , 45ı , and 75ı .
3.1

Position inverse model

The position inverse of a mechanism refers to the
position of the slider when the position and orientation
of the top moving platform are given. Here, y and z of
the sliders are fixed, and we need to calculate x .
First, set the position and orientation of the movable
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platform at one point in oxyz as Œxo ; yo ; zo ; ˛; ˇ; . As
Po D Œxo ; yo ; zo , thereafter the position vector of the
upper hinge point in the coordinate system oxyz can be
derived from Eq. (1):
Bi D R  B0i C Po ; i D 1; 2;    ; 6
(1)
R is the orientation transformation matrix of the
coordinate system o0 x 0 y 0 z 0 after it rotates by angles
ˇ ˛.
Then, the vector of the link rod can be written as
Bi Ai . As the rod length is given, we can obtain the
following equation:
jBi Ai j D l; i D 1; 2;    ; 6
(2)
When the position and orientation of the movable
platform are given and Bi is expressed as ŒxBi ; yBi ; zBi ,
we can directly calculate the slider position.
p
xAi D xBi ˙ l 2 .yBi yAi /2 .zBi zAi /2 (3)
We should ensure that l 2 .yBi yAi /2 .zBi
zAi /2 > 0, else Eq. (3) will have no solution. Moreover,
the calculation must satisfy the following expressions:
xA1 6 xA2 ; xA3 6 xA4 ; xA5 6 xA6 :
Therefore, we can obtain Eq. (4) through calculation,
8
p
ˆ
xBi
l 2 .yBi yAi /2 .zBi zAi /2 ;
ˆ
ˆ
< i D 1; 3; 5I
p
xAi D
ˆ
xBi C l 2 .yBi yAi /2 .zBi zAi /2 ;
ˆ
ˆ
:
i D 2; 4; 6
(4)
3.2

Speed inverse model

When the movable platform moves at a speed of
qP D Œvx ; vy ; vz ; w˛ ; wˇ ; w , the slider speed can be
expressed as XP D JqP . Working out the Jacobian matrix
is an important part of kinematic analysis of a parallel
mechanism and is related to the state of the mechanism
at some point. As the relevant state of the mechanism
changes, the corresponding Jacobian matrix needs to be
recalculated accordingly.
The calculation method applied here is the generally
used partial differentiation, which is suitable for
SIMULINK programming, see Eq. (5):
3
2
3 2 @xA1 @xA1
@xA1 3 2
xP A1
vx
:::
76
@xo
@yo
@
6 xP A2 7 6
7 6 vy 7
7
6
7 6
@x
@x
@x
A2
A2
A2
76
6
6 xP 7 6
:::
7 6 vz 7
7
6 A3 7 6 @xo
76
@yo
@
6
7D
76 w 7
7
6 xP A4 7 6
:
:
:
:
˛
::
::
:: 7 6
7
6
7 6 ::
74
5
4 xP A5 5 6
4 @x
@xA6
@xA6 5 wˇ
A6
:::
w
xP A6
@xo
@yo
@
(5)
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3.3

Driving force inverse model

Dynamic analysis is the basis of motion control. The
calculation of the six motor-driven forces is the first
step in constructing the system controller. We adopt the
Lagrangian approach to solve this problem.
Let the mass of the movable platform be mP ,
rotational inertia be IP , position parameters be
Œx; y; z; ˛; ˇ; , and the speed parameter be
Œvx ; vy ; vz ; w˛ ; wˇ ; w . The slider mass is mS . The
speed of the six sliders is vSi ; i D 1; 2;    ; 6. We
already know that ŒvS1 vS2    vS6 T D JŒvx vy vz w˛
wˇ w T . The mass of the upper rod is mU , the
rotational inertia and speed of which are IU and
ŒvUi wUi , respectively. The mass of the lower rod is
mL , the rotational inertia and speed of which are IL
and ŒvLi wLi , respectively. Moreover, the mass of the
moving objects in the system could be considered to
rest at the center of mass. The kinetic energy of the
system is summarized in Table 1.
Potential energy of system includes potential energy
of the movable platform mP gy, slider 0, potential
energy of the upper rod mU gyUi , and potential energy
of the lower rod mL gyLi . From calculations, we know
that L D K P , where K represents the total kinetic
energy of the system and P represents the total potential
energy of the system. According to the Lagrange
equation[7] , the generalized force of the system is
d @L @L
FD
(6)
dt @Pq
@q
Substituting qP D Œvx vy vz w˛ wˇ w  and q D
Œx y z ˛ ˇ  into Eq. (6), we can determine the six
generalized forces F of the system. A generalized
driving force is a force or torque that acts along every
available degree of freedom. It needs to be converted
into a driving force applied on each slider which can be
expressed as Fi ; i D 1; 2;    ; 6. Then, we can arrive
at the following formula by adopting the principle[8,9]
Table 1 Description of kinetic energy of each system
component.
Name of component
Platform
Slider
Upper rod
Lower rod

Description of kinetic energy
mP vP2
IP wP2
C
2
2
2
mS vSi
2
2
2
mU vUi
IU wUi
C
2
2
2
2
mL vLi
IL wLi
C
2
2
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of virtual work:
ŒF1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 T D .JT /

4

1

F

(7)

Motion Trajectory Planning

Motion trajectory planning includes two kinds of
situations according to which acceleration and
deceleration processes can be segmented: one is
to directly simulate space trajectory with high-order
polynomial without segmentation. The other involves
simulating with segmentation, which divides the space
trajectory into acceleration, deceleration, and constant
speed movement. The two situations will be discussed
in the following text.
4.1

continuous second-order trajectory, as shown in Fig. 2.
We can see from the figure that the track is divided into
five parts: The first is a uniform jerk phase at the end
of which the acceleration reaches its maximum. The
second is a phase of uniform jerk at the end of which
the acceleration turns to zero, and the velocity reaches
its maximum value in the forward direction. The third
is the uniform velocity phase. The fourth is a uniform
jerk phase at the end of which the acceleration reaches
its maximum value in the reverse direction. The fifth is

Quintic polynomial

Assume that the trajectory curve is expressed directly
with a quintic polynomial,
s.t/ D at 5 C bt 4 C ct 3 C dt 2 C et C f
(8)
and it satisfies the equations s.t0 / D s0 ; s.tend / D
send ; sP .t0 / D 0; sR .t0 / D 0; sP .tend / D 0; sR .tend / D 0.
Therefore, when the starting and target positions and
orientations, and the total adjustment time are given, we
can quickly find the polynomial coefficients; thus, we
can determine the motion trajectory. If the velocity and
acceleration have been limited, we need to determine
the first and second orders using Eq. (8) and then work
out the extreme value so as to limit the maximum
velocity and acceleration.
When the polynomial is known, velocity and
acceleration can be calculated. A planning curve based
on a non-segmented quintic polynomial is easier to
calculate for a given point in time. However, there is
a big drawback: When the velocity and acceleration are
limited, the extreme value is difficult to work out, and
smooth speed changes cannot be guaranteed. Moreover,
if we reduce the adjustment time, the velocity and
acceleration will change greatly and likely have an
instantaneous effect on the system. The airplane
docking system requires high stability and accuracy,
but buffeting or uncoordinated movements will provoke
internal posture-alignment forces, thus causing damage
to components. Therefore, when using this type of
trajectory curve planning, we need to choose a suitable
adjustment time without blindly pursuing the optimal
time.
4.2

S-curve velocity profiles

The S-curve velocity profile[10] is commonly used in
industry. It has the advantage of stable speed and
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Fig. 2

S-shaped velocity curve.
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a phase of uniform jerk at the end of which the velocity
and acceleration are reduced to zero to reach the target
position. We calculate the piecewise functions under the
most general condition, setting the constant jerk to jmax
and t1 D t2 t1 D t4 t3 D t5 t4 ; t3 t2 D T . The
segmented curve can be expressed as
8
jmax 3
ˆ
ˆ
t ;
0 6 t 6 t1 I
ˆ
ˆ
6
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
jmax 3
ˆ
ˆ
 t C jmax t1  t 2 jmax t12  t C
ˆ
ˆ
6
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
jmax t13 =3;
t1 < t 6 t2 I
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
2
3
ˆ
jmax t1  t jmax
ˆ
ˆ
 t1 ; t2 < t 6 t3 I
ˆ
ˆ
jmax T
j
max
ˆ
3
ˆ
 t C jmax t1 C
 t 2C
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
6
2
ˆ


ˆ
ˆ
jmax t13
.2t1 C T /2
ˆ
2
ˆ
< jmax t1
t C
C
2
3
s.t/ D
ˆ
jmax T 3
ˆ
2
2
ˆ
2j
T
t
C
j
T
t
C
;
max
max
1
ˆ
1
ˆ
6
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
t3 < t 6 t4 I
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
j
j
.4t
C
T/ 2
ˆ
max
max
1
ˆ
ˆ
 t3
t C
ˆ
ˆ
6
2
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
jmax T 3
jmax
ˆ
2
ˆ
.4t
C
T
/

t
ˆ
1
ˆ
2
6
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
26jmax t13
ˆ
2
2
ˆ
ˆ
2jmax T t1 7jmax T t1
;
ˆ
ˆ
3
ˆ
:
t4 < t 6 t5
(9)
We can see that the accelerations at t1 and t4
are maximum in the forward and reverse directions,
respectively, which is ˙jmax t1 . At t2 , the velocity
reaches its maximum value, which is jmax t12 ; then, we
can simply add the inequality below to constrain the
calculation,
jmax t1 6 amax ; jmax t12 6 vmax :
The values of jmax , t1 , and T can be calculated easily
when the start and target positions are given. However,
this happens only for long planning times, which do not
require rapid adjustment.
From Eq. (9), we can conclude that the Scurve velocity planning is actually a piecewise
cubic polynomial, a polynomial curve of minimum
number that can guarantee the continuity of velocity,
acceleration, and rate of change in acceleration[11] . The
continuity of high-order polynomials is better, so we
can consider using a quintic polynomial to calculate
the piecewise functions. Accordingly, the segmented
situation is shown in Fig. 3. Although we can still obtain
the piecewise functions, according to the following
Eq. (10), the calculation process is very complex and

Fig. 3

Quintic polynomial piecewise function.

requires jerk-acceleration-velocity-position function
statistics, which complicates the calculation further
owing to the higher order. In the most general case, the
acceleration at t1 and t4 are maximum in the forward
and reverse directions, respectively, and its value is
˙2=3jmax t1 . At t2 , the velocity reaches its maximum
value of 2=3jmax t12 . This method can be used in cases
that have several constrained factors as well.
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jmax 5 jmax 4
t C
 t ; 0 6 t 6 t1 I
6t1
15t12
jmax 5 jmax 4 4jmax 3
t
t
t C
2t1
3
15t12
2jmax t13
4jmax t1 2 2jmax t12
t C
t
;
s.t/ D
3
3
15
ˆ
ˆ
t1 < t 6 t2 I
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
2
3
ˆ
2j
t
2j
t
ˆ
max 1
max 1
ˆ
t
; t2 < t 6 t3 I
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
3
3
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
s4 .t/;
t3 < t 6 t4 I
ˆ
ˆ
:
s5 .t/;
t4 < t 6 t5
(10)
2
5
s4 .t/ D jmax =.15t1 /  t
.jmax .3T C .15t1 /=2//=
.9t12 /  t 4 ..2jmax ..T C .5t1 /=2/.2T C 5t1 / C .T C
.5t1 /=2/2 //=.9t1 / jmax =6/  t 3 C ..13jmax t1 /=12 C
.jmax T /=2
.2jmax .T C .5t1 /=2/3 /=.3t12 //  t 2 C
4
..jmax T C 10jmax t1 C 36jmax T 2 t12 C 56jmax T t13 C
25jmax T 4 t1
34jmax t14 //=.3t12 /  t C . 2jmax T 5
3 2
2 3
120jmax T t1
280jmax T t1
320jmax T t14
164jmax t15 /=.30t12 /:
s5 .t/ D jmax =.15t12 /  t 5 C .jmax .3T C .21t1 /=2//=
.2jmax ..T C .7t1 /=2/.2T C
.9t12 /  t 4 C .jmax
2
7t1 / C .T C .7t1 /=2/ //=.9t12 //  t 3 C ..2jmax .T C
.7t1 /=2/3 /=.3t12 / .jmax T /=2 .23jmax t1 /=12/  t 2
..jmax T 4 C 14jmax T 3 t1 C 72jmax T 2 t12 C 160jmax T t13 C
128jmax t14 //=.3t12 /  t C .2jmax T 5 C 35jmax T 4 t1 C
240jmax T 3 t12 C 800jmax T 2 t13 C 1300jmax T t14 C
808jmax t15 /=.30t12 /:
In conclusion, the S-curve velocity profile is the
minimum order polynomial that can realize continuous
acceleration and deceleration. However, poor higherorder continuity and unstable acceleration changes
lead to increases in the driving force, thereby
increasing the effect on the system. Although the
piecewise quintic polynomial has the advantages
of both the quintic polynomial and segmented
acceleration and deceleration, the required repetitive
and computationally complex calculations increase the
planning time and the effect on real-time motion
control.
8
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
<

4.3

piecewise functions. Figure 4 shows a simplified form
of the function curve. Equation (11) gives the general
description of the jerk function.


8
2
ˆ
ˆ

t
;
0 6 t 6 t1 I
j

sin
ˆ
max
ˆ
t1
<
j.t / D 0;

 t1 < t 6 t2 I
ˆ
ˆ
2
ˆ
ˆ
: jmax  sin
.t t1 T / ; t2 < t 6 t3
t1
(11)
Similarly, the curve reaches the maximum
acceleration jmax t1 = at t1 =2 in the forward direction
and the maximum velocity jmax t12 =2 at t1 in the

Sine jerk curve

From the above derivation, S-curve velocity profiles
and piecewise quintic polynomials can be used for
trajectory planning, but they have shortcomings. Here,
we propose the use of a sine jerk curve for staged
simulation. We can also combine 0
t1 , t1
t2 ,
t3
t4 , and t4
t5 to simulate the entire process
of acceleration and deceleration using only three
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Fig. 4

Sine function curve.
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forward direction. Clearly, when the values of jmax and
t1 are the same, the velocity and acceleration of the
sine function are smaller than those of the other two
functions. Therefore, the time required to plan for the
same distance is the longest among the three, which
means that the curve is the smoothest. We can reduce
the adjustment time by adjusting the values of jmax and
t1 , and chose a suitable functional form based on the
situation at hand.
The advantages of the sine function include: It
is an n-order derivative, with each order varying
smoothly; it has good continuity at high orders, simple
piecewise functions, and requires low computational
effort. Therefore, the sine function is suitable for
airplane docking trajectory planning.

5

Simulation Analysis

Based on the previously discussed kinematics, dynamic
models of the parallel mechanism, and a variety of
curve trajectory planning schemes, in this part, we
build prototype systems and perform a simulation
analysis. The prototype system is established in
SIMULINK, and the required three-dimensional
model constructed using Solidworks is imported into
SIMULINK for display.

Fig. 5

5.1

Modeling of
simMechanics

parallel

mechanism

using

SimMechanics is a module within SIMULINK. It
provides a physical approach to modeling and allows
for designing the system in accordance with the
principles of physics[12] . SimMechanics provides a
large number of components corresponding to the
actual system, such as rigid bodies, hinges, constraints,
coordinate systems, actuators, and sensors[13] . Using
these modules, one can easily generate a complex
graphical model of a mechanical system and perform
analysis of mechanical systems. As shown in Fig. 5, it
is a model of the entire parallel mechanism. The bottom
three rails are installed on the ground, and then the six
branches are connected with the uppermost part, which
is the movable platform.
Each branched structure is shown in Fig. 6. It includes
a prismatic pair-Hooke joint-revolute pair-Hooke joint
in sequence, with an actuator stimulating the prismatic
pair-driven process and a sensor measuring its data.
5.2

Prototype system design

The prototype system consists of four parts: a
path planning subsystem (Slider trajectory), controller,
movable platform position sensor (Body position

SimMechanics model of 6PURU parallel mechanism.
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Fig. 6

SimMechanics model of branched chain.

sensor), and a parallel mechanism model (Plant). The
remaining modules are to monitor the driving force,
position, velocity, acceleration changes, as shown in
Fig. 7.
5.3

Types of simulation analysis of planning curves

This section compares two cases of the above four
experimental curve trajectory planning schemes. The
position and speed errors of the sliders and the centroid
of the movable platform are selected as the selection
criteria.
Simulation experiment 1: It involves high-speed
movement toward the target position. The adjustment
time is no more than 2 s when the centroid of the
platform moves from .0; 300; 0/ to .100; 300; 0/ (Unit:
mm).
Figure 8 shows the trajectory planned by the four

Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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methods, and Fig. 9 is obtained from SIMULINK
via simulation. The errors of different functions vary
only slightly. The figure shows from top to bottom the
errors of the slider position, slider velocity, centroid
of the movable platform, and velocity of the movable
platform’s centroid.
The error analysis in Fig. 9 shows that the slider
position tracking error is up to 0.25 mm. The slider
position changes slightly at its initial position. The
slider speed at the initial position changes by
5 mm/s. The maximum tracking error of the movable
platform position is about 0.2 mm, and there is a
change in the velocity of the movable platform at
the initial position. This experiment does not restrict
movement velocity and acceleration, and the maximum
speed and acceleration are 100 mm/s and 200 mm/s2 ,
respectively. Consequently, the simulation results are
poor, and there will be larger errors in actual operation.
In actual engineering, the initial installation position
of large airplane parts is often not far from their
target pose. Moreover, the motion process has
enough adjustment time, a slow adjustment process,

Overall system model.

Four types of planning curves.

Fig. 9 Similar errors affected by different motion planning
functions.
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and mild acceleration[14] . Therefore, this case does
not fit the design of airplane trajectories, and the
speed, acceleration, and control precision should be
considered as well in trajectory planning. In that case,
the segmented flexible acceleration and deceleration
method is a relatively simple method for trajectory
planning.
Simulation experiment 2: From the above analysis,
we know that the use of the flexible acceleration
and deceleration trajectory approach is necessary for
planning. In this section, we use three segmented
acceleration and deceleration curves to verify the
feasibility of the sine curve for jerk trajectory planning
and to determine its impact on the motion errors caused
by the velocity and acceleration limits. Two limitations
arise when the centroid of the movable platform moves
from (0, 300, 0) to (100, 300, 0): First, the maximum
speed is limited to 16 mm/s and the acceleration is
limited to 8 mm/s2 . Second, the maximum speed is
limited to 8 mm/s and the acceleration is limited to
4 mm/s2 .
By planning the optimal time, we can obtain the
parameters listed in Tables 2 and 3. Here, the objective
function is min.4t1 C T /. Then, we simulate by using
the two sets of data and obtain Fig. 10. Because the
errors of the three functions are basically the same, only
one picture is given as an example.
By comparing Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b, we find that the
sine function, S-curve velocity profiles, and segmented
quintic polynomial can all be used for flexible
trajectory planning. In the case of limited velocity and
acceleration, the errors of the slider position in Fig. 10a
are up to ˙0:07 mm, slider velocity error in the stable
condition is 0.005 mm/s, movable platform position
error is up to 0.03 mm, and the total adjustment time
Table 2 Optimal time parameters (vmax = 16 mm/s; amax =
8 mm/s2 ).

S-curve velocity profile
Quintic polynomial
Sine function

t1 /s

T /s

2
2
4

8.5
8.5
8.5

jmax /(ms

3

)

4
6
2

Table 3 Optimal time parameters (vmax = 8 mm/s, amax =
4 mm/s2 ).

S-curve velocity profile
Quintic polynomial
Sine function

t1 =s

T =s

2
2
4

21
21
21

jmax /.ms
2
3

3

/

Fig. 10 Similar errors affected by different motion planning
functions.

is 16.5 s. The slider position errors in Fig. 10b are up to
˙0:05 mm, slider velocity error in the stable condition
is 0.005 mm/s, movable platform position error is up to
0.015 mm, and the total adjustment time is 29 s.
The above analysis result shows that as the speed
and acceleration limits are lowered, the adjustment time
lengthens and the errors decrease. The result also shows
that the sine jerk curve is indeed suitable for trajectory
planning and has the advantages of simple calculation,
continuous high order, smooth curve change in every
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order, and suitability for programming and computing
compared with the S-curve velocity profile.
5.4

Multiaxial synergic trajectory planning

Only single-direction motion simulation experiments
are considered in the above planning curve analysis.
However, the 6PURU parallel mechanism used in
this study has six degrees of freedom. Coordinate
movement planning should be taken seriously if the
movable platform is required to move along two or
more directions. There are many planning schemes
dealing with breaking down multi-direction movement
into single-direction movement. However, these
methods are time consuming and the error increases as
the number of adjustment processes increases. Hence,
we present here a multiaxial collaborative planning
method that refers simultaneously to acceleration and
deceleration along all directions during the time in
which acceleration and deceleration are equal. This
method ensures smooth slider movement, which is
helpful for future studies on cooperative control.
In the simulation, if the movable platform moves
from (0, 300, 0) to (100, 292, 18) and the sine function
is used for flexible acceleration and deceleration
planning in all directions, there can be two cases, as
shown in Fig. 11. Figure 11a shows the three-axis
acceleration and deceleration processes for completing
each course. Figure 11b shows the completion of
a three-axis acceleration-deceleration synergy. When
simulating according to these two cases, we can
determine variations in slider velocity, as shown in
Fig. 12. Also we can conclude as follows: There are
no large fluctuations in slider speed during collaborative
acceleration-deceleration. In the process of movement
control, the way the slider moves determines the change
in the driving force. The perfect condition is that the
driving force should be smooth, otherwise, it is easy to
cause driving force buffeting and overshoot.
The purpose of motion trajectory planning in the
system is to achieve coordinated multi-slide motion
control. The planning of multiaxial collaborative
flexible acceleration and deceleration is clearly more
suitable for the condition of stable speed and driving
force, which is favorable from the viewpoint of realtime collaborative control.

6

Conclusions

Connecting airplane components is an important issue
in airplane assembly. Motion trajectory planning,

Fig. 11 Multi-direction planning in flexible acceleration and
deceleration.

including location and velocity planning of end actuator
and drive mechanism, is the foundation of airplane
component connection. Motion trajectory planning for
the 6PURU parallel mechanism in airplane docking is
discussed, and a sine jerk curve to allow for uniaxial
flexible acceleration and deceleration planning using
the velocity and acceleration constraints at the optimal
time is proposed. Compared with other curves, the
sine jerk curve is not only a continuous n-order
derivative, and has stable velocity and acceleration
changes, but it is also computationally simple and
suitable for programming. Through simulation, we
conclude that the longer the planning time, the
smoother is the curve and the smaller is the motion
error. Then, multiaxial synergic movement control
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